
Minutes of the Meeting of the IWU General Faculty

Illinois Wesleyan University

April 6, 2015

Call To Order

e meeting was called to order at 4:05 p.m. with a quorum present. Without objection, Student
Senate President Jake aker was admitted as an observer.

Approval of theMinutes of the Last Meeting

e minutes of the March 2 faculty meeting were approved by common consent.

Curriculum Council Consent Agenda and Addendum

Two courses were pulled for further discussion: MATH 311 (by Prof. Tiede) and ART 175 (by
Prof. McElroy). e remainder of the items on the consent agenda and the addendum passed by
common consent.

Dougan Award Announcement

Prof. Roesner announced Prof. Kathie O’Gorman as the recipient of the IWU’s AAUP chapter’s
5th annual Jim Dougan Award. A copy of Prof. Roesner’s laudatory remarks for Prof. O’Gorman
is appended to these minutes.

Old Business

In order to ensure timely consideration, the only item of Old Business was moved by common
consent to this juncture in the meeting. A motion concerning open forums and the presidential
search (along with an amendment proposed by Prof. Anderson) was under discussion at the end
of the March 2 faculty meeting when a quorum was lost.
Prof. Tiede moved to limit debate on all agenda items to 15 minutes. A second was heard, and
the motion passed. Prof. Shallue agreed to serve as timekeeper.
Prof. Anderson withdrew the amendment she had proposed at the last meeting.
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Prof. Tiede, the author of the motion, articulated its threefold purpose: (1) to express the fac-
ulty’s strong preference that open forums be held in the presidential search; (2) to express the
faculty’s strong preference that these forums not be held over the summer, and (3) to request a
response from presidential search committee addressing these expressed preferences. In response
to a concern voiced by Prof. Folse at the last meeting, Tiede remarked that the motivation for the
motion was not a lack of confidence in the faculty representatives serving on the committee, but
rather a recognition of the critical importance open forums play in the search process. He con-
tended these forums require candidates to demonstrate a crucial skill any president would have
to have: the ability to address a wide range of university constituencies as group and to answer
questions that come from all quarters. He added that the performance of some candidates in
open forums during the Provost search in 2011 had aided in the search by revealing areas of poor
fit with our institution. Finally, he noted that the AAUP strongly recommends that searches at
the presidential level involve open forums.
Prof. Folse reiterated her discomfort with the motion’s request for an assurance from the search
committee; she noted again that the faculty representatives to the committee have heard the
faculty strong preference for open forums and could be counted on the voice that preference to
their fellow search committee members. However, she argued, it would be inappropriate for the
faculty to ask its representatives to provide assurances on behalf of the committee when those
representatives are not authorized to speak for the committee. Prof. Tiede noted that the motion
would not ask faculty representatives to provide assurances: the request would be addressed to
the search committee as a whole.
Prof. eune, who chaired the provost search committee in 2011, observed that during that
search just four years ago, the faculty had resoundingly passed a similar motion calling for open
forums.¹ e provost search committee initially assured the faculty that it would try to work
open forums into the search schedule if possible; after the faculty’s motion passed, the search
committee regarded itself as bound by the faculty will to do so. eune expressed concerned
surprise that the attitude of the faculty might have changed so swiftly on the question of openness
in administrative searches.
Prof. eune also noted that if the presidential search continued over the summer, faculty rep-
resentatives who are on a 10 month contract would be performing unremunerated University
committee work in June and July—a category of labor that the faculty have fought hard to erad-
icate. Prof. N. Kerr expressed surprise at the last remark: Surely some committees meet over the
summer without their faculty members receiving additional compensation. Prof. eune averred
that he hoped that this was not the case, and that any faculty member whose attention was being
drawn away from scholarly or artistic work during those two months was being paid accordingly.
Prof.Weis proposed that themotion be amended: he suggested that striking the phrase “an assur-
ance” would make the motion more palatable to some faculty without significantly diminishing
its effect. e motion was seconded. Discussion of the amendment followed.

Prof. Tiede observed that a recent chairs/directors meeting those assembled passed a
motion conveying to the search committee a request that chairs/directors meet with
presidential candidates during their campus visit; he noted that there had as yet been

¹at motion (proposed by Prof. Stout and passed at the January 10, 2011 faculty meeting) read, “It is the will
of the faculty that when the finalists for the provost search are brought to campus the process be open. Candidates
will meet with CUPP, CC, FDC, and PAT, with department chairs, school and program directors, and with open
sessions for faculty.”
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no response from the committee, and that he had included the words “an assurance”
to avoid a similar result. Prof. Myscofski also expressed concern that if amended the
motion would be less likely to provoke an answer.

e proposed amendment came to a vote; the proposed amendment failed.
e motion itself came to a vote; the motion passed.

Committee Reports

CUPP

Prof. Williams presented CUPP’s brief written report, and noted that most of the meetings that
the committee had held since the last faculty meeting had been held in executive session. He
solicited questions or comments; none were forthcoming.

Curriculum Council

Prof. Sultan presented the committee’s written report.

Gen Ed Review

Prof. Sultan presented two items coming forward from the committee for a faculty vote con-
cerning the proposed process and schedule for Gen Ed review. e first of these two items was a
slightly reworded version of the charge to CC the faculty had passed at the December 1 meeting.
In discussion, Prof. eune asked how the upcoming 2015–18 review would be different from
earlier reviews listed in the document, including the recent 2009–11GenEd review.What would
a new review avoid duplication of earlier efforts and results? Prof. Anderson objected that the
vote in favor of Gen Ed review in December had already settled the issue: the faculty thereby
decided that such a review was necessary, and there was no need to revisit the matter. Prof. Shal-
lue, a member of the Gen Ed Work Group, said that he regarded the present review as different
from the one preceding in virtue of its scope: It is to be a comprehensive review, starting from
scratch and work from the ground up rather than working backward from our current program
by means of revision or adjustment.
Prof. Miner observed that the modifications to December’s charge were substantive in that they
shifted the task from CC itself to the Gen Ed Task Force. Prof. Sultan replied that she regarded
these changes as consonant with the widespread faculty agreement in December that the task
of Gen Ed review was so onerous that CC would have to create a Task Force to handle it if
the committee were to have any hope of carrying out its usual functions. Prof. Folse expressed
concern that the creation of the Task Force was at odds with the recent changes the faculty had
made to the structure of CC to improve its effectiveness, including disbanding its subcommittees
and addressing staffing issues by spreading its representation across theUniversity’s divisions. She
worried that piling the Task Force on top of these changes reflects a creeping increase in faculty’s
committee service responsibilities.
e motion presenting the revised charge came to a vote, and the motion passed.
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e second of the two items coming forward from CC presented the structure and composition
of the Task Force and its tasks, procedures, and timeline. Prof. Sultan asked for comments or
questions; there were none.
e second proposal came to a vote, and the proposal passed.
Prof. Sultan strongly encouraged faculty to consider volunteering for service on the Task Force.
If more than three faculty volunteer to serve, an election will be held at the April 20 Faculty
Meeting.

Items Pulled from the Consent Agenda

MATH 311. Prof Tiede noted that the proposed changes would update the course numbers in
the prerequisites on a course that had not been offered in the last 10–20 years. Why would the
Math department wish tomodify this fallow course rather than simply delete it? Prof. Drici, chair
of Math, noted that the department had applied for a tenure track position for the upcoming
year, and that the position, if granted, would be used to hire in a sub-discipline that would allow
them to staff the course. Hence the department had decided to leave the course on the books for
one more year rather than deleting it and then reinstating it if a new hire were to teach it in the
2016–17 academic year. e proposed change came to a vote, and the proposal passed.
ART 175. Prof. McElroy objected that the course proposal had been submitted to CC for Gen-
eral Education credit in the Arts despite the fact that the School of Art faculty had not been
consulted on it. Prof. Tiede asked: Doesn’t the CC form ask whether faculty in the unit had
seen and approved of the proposal? Prof. Sultan answered that the form does ask that ques-
tion, and that the form for ART 175 had been signed and submitted to CC. Prof. Strandberg
allowed that he had simply sent the form off without circulating it to other Art faculty, but
that since the course was an experimental course—a one-time offering, and funded by the Mel-
lon Re-Centering the Humanities grant—he hadn’t thought that this would be a major issue.
Prof. Tiede moved to return the course to CC for clarification of the issue.emotion to return
the course to CC passed.
Prof. Sultan called attention to the issues raised in the “IWU Catalog Housekeeping” section of
its report: consistency of language concerning major requirements; AP/AB credit toward major
requirements; and establishing permanent course numbers for experimental or special topics
courses that have become regular departmental offerings.

Nominating Committee

Prof. Weis presented the current slate of candidates for elected committees, and called for nomi-
nations from the floor. None were offered. Prof. Weis noted that an electronic ballot would soon
be circulated to faculty via email.

Promotion and Tenure Committee

Prof. Plath reported that the committee has met nine times since the last faculty meeting, all in
executive session.
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Faculty Development Committee

Prof. Lehr presented the committee’s written report, and noted that the committee was bringing
forward for a faculty vote today the finalized version of its Continuous Professional Development
(CPD) grant program proposal. He also reported that FDC had unified its budget in the way
he had described at the March Faculty Meeting. e membrane between the lines for different
FDC grants would henceforth no longer be impermeable; if one grant’s funds are exhausted
while another’s remains unused, FDC can now reallocate those monies rather than losing them
at the end of the budget year. us, he noted (in response to a query from Prof. Boyce) that if
in the last round of FDC grant’s grant cycle there are funds left over in, say, the CD line, FDC
would be able to award a greater than typical number of ASD grants. He observed that the initial
tentative allocation for the CPD grants was $10k, which anticipates a maximum of 10 approved
CPD proposals per year.
Prof. Williams noted that the addition of the new grants would make the current tight com-
petition for FDC grants even tighter. Would it be possible to increase the FDC budget by the
$10k to relieve the pressure the new grant program would place on the existing ones? Provost
Green replied that the Academic Affairs budget as a whole is tight, and that if anyone could find
a source from which such an increase could be drawn, he would happily consider it.
Prof. Burke asked for the committee’s rationale for taking funds from the ASD grant budget to
fund the CPD grants. Prof. Lehr answered that the funds were not taken only from ASD; they
were shifted proportionally from all of the grant budgets.
Prof. Lutze asked for an explanation of the way in which CPD grants would differ from the
current grant lines. Is the difference that CPD grants do not (while ASD and CD/ID grants do)
designate a tangible end product that must issue from the grant? Answer: Yes, which makes them
well-suited to skill-development opportunities not covered by existing grants. Moreover, unlike
ASD andCD they can be used indifferently for development that is either pedagogical, scholarly,
or both. Prof. Shallue asked whether CPD grants could be used to fund travel to workshop and
training opportunities. Answer: Yes, provided that the destination involves the development of
relevant professional skills.
e proposal came to a vote, and themotion passed. e Continuous Professional Development
grant program was thereby created.

Health Care Advocacy Committee

Prof. Young presented HCAC’s written report. ere were no questions or comments.

May Term Advisory Committee

Dean Duke presented for discussion a draft of the MTAC’s recommendations. Dean Duke en-
couraged faculty to read the report carefully and to provide committee members with feedback
as soon as possible. MTAC plans to finalize its recommendations and forward them to the ap-
propriate authorities by the end of April, in the hope that they will be implemented for MT
2016.
Prof. O’Gorman pointed out an ambiguity in the phrasing of item 5 on p. 4 of the report
(“MTAC will work with the Provost and Advancement to increase the amount of scholarships
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available for students traveling during MT”). Is the “amount” to be increased the number of
scholarships or the dollar total provided per scholarship? Dean Duke answered that the hope was
to increase both, and vowed that the committee would make that point clear. Prof. O’Gorman
then pointed out an inconsistency in the recommendations regarding children accompanying
May Term travel courses (on page 5 of the report). e second paragraph prohibits minor chil-
dren from accompanying May Term travel course, while the third paragraph places conditions
on their doing so. Dean Duke promised that the committee would rework the second paragraph
to make it consistent with the third.
Prof. Lutze noted that the drop-off in the number of students enrolling in MT travel courses
seemed to coincide with the prohibition on using student loans for those courses. He asked
whether MTAC had studied the connection and reconsidered that prohibition. Dean Duke an-
swered that the committee believes that cost is the primary reason students don’t taken greater
advantage of travel course opportunities; if the loan issue might make those opportunities more
readily available, the committee would be willing to revisit it. Assoc. Prov. Boyd note that the
loan question might indeed be worth revisiting, but he reminded the faculty of the trade-offs
involved. Because MT loans are drawn from a fixed set of internal resources, money appropri-
ated to support loans for MT travel courses would no longer be available for to support students
during the regular academic year.
Prof. Williams asked whether funding for MT adjunct instructors might best be used to offer
courses that are more in keeping with the distinctive aims of MT (e.g., travel). While acknowl-
edging the importance of that type of course, Dean Duke reported that students are also anxious
to use MT courses to satisfy Gen Ed and major requirements during MT, too; the matter re-
quires a delicate balancing act. Prof. Williams shared his concern that distinctive MT courses
that don’t also count for Gen Ed would come up on short on enrollments and be cancelled, spoil-
ing the character of MT. Dean Duke acknowledged the reality of those enrollment pressures:
the 2015 MT courses with the longest wait lists are those that carry Gen Eds.

Advising and Summer Reading Committee Proposal

Prof. Marvin spoke on behalf of the committee. He noted that in 2013 Student Senate had asked
for the creation of an academic advising task force to consider improvements to IWU’s academic
advising system. Student Senate noted a particular problem with first year advising errors con-
cerning major requirements. Senate reported that over 40% of students were dissatisfied with
the FYA program; one common request was for earlier access to an advisor in a student’s major
unit sooner. No task force was created; instead, the matter was handed over to the Advising and
Summer Reading Committee, which developed the current proposal for revamping the First
Year Advising program.
Under the new proposal, each unit would choose between two options. On the first option, the
unit would handle advising of its declared first year students “in house” as they see fit. ey might
designate a single department faculty member to advise all of their first years, or they might
distribute first years more widely across the unit’s faculty. On the second option—especially
well-suited to larger departments, but available to any department that would prefer it—some
or all of the unit’s first years would be advised by FYAs from outside of the department who
would volunteer to specialize in advising first years within that major. us, whichever option a
department were to choose, its first year majors would be advised by faculty who were well-versed
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in the major’s course plan and requirements, facilitating higher quality advising within the major
during a student’s first year.
Prof. Folse observed that Student Senate’s 2013 action had voiced concerns about advising as
a whole, not just FYA. She contended that what the committee had brought forth was not a
holistic solution, and as such it risks amplifying rather than dampening the advising challenges
faced within departments. She noted that under the proposal the School of Nursing would end
up take on the task of advising an additional 48 students per year. Prof. Marvin pointed out that
this was not necessarily so: the School could select the second option described above and request
specially trained FYAs from outside the department for its first year majors. Prof. Ponce asked
whether the fact that Student Senate had requested a change precluded the possibility of keeping
the present system. Prof. Marvin replied that keeping the current system certainly remained an
option, but that the committee believed that its inquiry revealed that Senate’s complaints were
well grounded and that the current proposal would help to address them.
Prof. Sainsbury noted that the committee’s proposal constituted a return to the advising program
IWU had had before first year advising became a fad in academia. She also recalled that when
IWU had switched to the new system, the schedule for orientation—and with it, demands on
faculty time—had expanded in response to the claim that the then-new system required it. If we
were to revert to the old advising program, would we also revert to the shorter schedule for faculty
involvement in orientation? If not, then as non-FYA faculty are integrated into first year advising
of majors, large numbers of faculty would be compelled to come to campus during orientation
week to perform their regular academic duties. Prof. Marvin replied that nothing in the commit-
tee’s proposal suggested that a faculty member would be compelled to advise first year students;
the decision whether to advise first years would remain an individual choice. Prof. Sainsbury
pressed on this point: Couldn’t a chair in a unit that selected the first option described above
assign an unwilling faculty member first year students to advise? Prof. Ponce shared this worry;
matching advisors to advisees is currently left to the discretion of the chair/director of a unit.
Prof. Matthews expressed a concern that the proposed change would only deepen IWU’s ten-
dency to overemphasize its first year students’ majors—chosen, after all, on the basis of high
school work—at the expense of academic experimentation and liberal education. In addition
to being intrinsically important, experimentation and general education once they’ve enrolled
might lead students to make better informed choices about their prospective majors. As a result,
Matthews said, it’s appropriate to think of every incoming student as a having a major in General
Education, and the current first year program emphasizes that fact. Prof. Marvin noted that the
first year advisors who currently provide excellent Gen Ed advising could continue to do so as
they participate in the proposed revised program. But Prof. Matthews countered that it would
be difficult for those advisors who are affiliated with a major to ask some of hard questions a
good FYA should ask students (e.g., why are you in this major)?
Prof. de Harak asked what would happen under the proposal if a student were to change her
major in her first year. Would that student then be assigned a new advisor in the new major?
Prof. Marvin: Yes; even though tracking these changes might create administrative difficulties,
allowing for a change of advisor in the first year would be good for students.
Prof. Tiede asked whether departments who adopt the second option would have to recruit their
own extra-departmental FYAs. Prof. Marvin answered that Chandra Shipley would still be in
charge of recruiting FYAs under the proposed system. Later, Prof. Vicary suggested that the
proposed change might make it easier to recruit faculty to advise first years, since faculty would
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no longer be put off by the effort required to become expert in the early major requirements of
every major on campus.
Prof. Ponce asked about the status of the committee’s proposal:Was the proposed change coming
forward from committee for a faculty vote? Prof. Marvin answered that the committee sought an
advisory vote on the proposal from faculty; FYA policies are not part of the Faculty Handbook.
Prof. Ponce then worried about the following (at least perceived) inequity that would result in a
unit that selected the the second option, with a mixture of departmental and extra-departmental
faculty advising first year students: Some first years would be advised by a faculty member in
their major discipline (which students would regard as the preferable assignment), while other
first years would not. Prof. Marvin countered that this inequity is present now, when nearly
every student is advised by a faculty member outside of their major. Prof. Ponce pointed out
that whatever the problems might be with the current system, it does not involve inequity, since
nearly all students are advised by an FYA outside of their major.
Prof. Myscofski voiced her opposition to the proposal on the grounds that it would discard
our current system that largely works well, rather than trying to fix it. She recommended that
current strategies for coping with advising errors (e.g., the faculty mentor programs for first year
students some departments have adopted) might be expanded instead, allowing us to preserve
the connection between FYA and Gateway. Prof. Marvin pointed out that FYA has become
increasingly disconnected from Gateway since the inception of these programs: Few incoming
students now have their Gateway instructor as their FYA.
Prof. A. Schulz returned to Prof. Matthews concern about the way in which IWU tracks its in-
coming students into amajor. She noted that IWU’s application questions do far more than other
liberal arts schools’ to direct students into declaring a major; her own daughter’s 2014 acceptance
letter from IWU had assigned her a major based on her answers to those questions, which her
daughter had found off-putting. Prof. Jahiel reported that her experiences with her daughter’s
application process had suggested that most small liberal arts colleges don’t exert pressure of the
sort IWU exerts on their incoming students to recruit students with declared majors; has there
been any survey of the recruiting practices of our peer institutions on this count? Provost Green
noted that at most traditional small liberal arts colleges, students don’t declare a major until end
of their second year. However, roughly one-third of IWU students are enrolled in “lock-step”
programs, which require that a student begin satisfying their disciplinary requirements in their
very first semester on campus in order to graduate in four years. Our distinctive blend of liberal
arts and pre-professional programs mandates that we diverge from the patterns of our peers on
this point.
(Prof. Shallue noted that the 15 minutes allotted for discussion had been exceeded. A motion to
extend by 10 minutes was offered, seconded, and passed.)
Prof. Sultan concurred with the points Prof. Matthews had raised about the importance of the
current FYA program for the liberal arts. She noted that she learned a great deal from her first
year advisees, and they learned a great deal from one another, about different curricula and career
paths around campus. She noted that many students who arrive with a major are uncertain of
their choice, and the current advising program allows students greater latitude to explore other
options. If advising errors are the problem, she said, then improved training should be the solu-
tion.
Prof. Folse concurred with Prof. Sultan, suggesting that the current FYA program enhances the
liberal arts experience for nursing students by connecting them with faculty in other disciplines.
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She returned to her concern that the current proposal shifts advising the broader problems with
advising onto academic units rather than trying to address those problems directly. Prof. Marvin
observed that the current discussion of the proposal had focused only its first page, concerning
FYA; the latter three pages of the document deal with advising issues more broadly. Prof. Folse
countered that the proposed change to FYA would begin in Fall 2015, which would not provide
enough time for effective implementation of the remaining proposals before the burdens were
shifted to academic units.
Prof. Anderson, a member of the committee, expressed sympathy with those who championed
the role of the current FYA advising in a liberal arts education. However, she said, faculty should
also consider students’ vehemently expressed preference for a major advisor in their first year.
She also argued that the current liaison system, where faculty in units with complicated first year
course requirements meet with students before they meet with FYAs, amounts to an inefficient
system of double-advising. Prof. Ponce inquired about the reasons students had offered for their
preference for a major advisor. Are mistakes the only concern they raise? Prof. Anderson reported
that students also would like the opportunity to more easily network with faculty in their major
departments in the first year on campus.
Prof. Nadeau suggested an alternative advising model. Perhaps IWU could use several willing
and well-trained faculty to staff an Advising Center, where students could receive year-round
advising advising; faculty could be serve that role in exchange for a course release. Prof. Marvin
noted that would be major shift in IWU’s approach to advising, as well as a substantial drain on
academic staffing resources in tight financial times.
Prof. Kunce asked whether it might be preferable to wait to make any decisions about the FYA
program until after the full report on advising is released in the fall. Prof. Marvin answered that
to delay a vote on the issue until then would delay implementation of the new program until Fall
2016. Prof. Sainsbury remarked that this might not be a bad thing. She observed that in addition
to the concerns others had raised about the program, it would be impossible to implement the
proposed changes for FYA for Fall 2015. It would be unreasonable to expect units to devise their
new plans for FYA within the few weeks remaining in the current semester.
Prof. Shallue spoke in favor of the motion; he noted that the requirements for own unit’s major
(mathematics) are extremely “vertical” and require careful advising in the first year.
Prof. Flores-Rodríguez expressed the concern that students who had been embedded in their
major departments from their first year on campus might lack the information and connections
outside of their academic unit that would facilitate a switch to a different major if their interests
happen to change.
Prof. Shallue noted that time for discussion had once again expired. ere was no motion to
renew discussion, and there was no call for an advisory vote on the proposal. Prof. Marvin, in
response to a question from Prof. Shallue, later indicated that this would mean that the current
FYA would remain in place for Fall 2015.

Council for Excellence in Teaching and Learning

CETAL offered a written report. ere were no discussions or questions.
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HLCLearning Commission Report

Prof. Tiede, who along with Prof. Schmidt serves as faculty representative to the Accreditation
Leadership Team, presented a written report describing the ways in which the Higher Learning
Commission had changed its reaccreditation process. e procedures are now vastly different,
and no longer include a comprehensive self-study. e next HLC visit will be in October 2016;
Profs. Schmidt and Tiede will be visiting various committees in the upcoming year to discuss
the documentation they will be required to provide in preparation for that visit. Schmidt and
Tiede will report regularly to faculty on their efforts as the visit approaches.

Administrative Reports

Provost’s Report

Provost Green presented written report and announcements.

• He announced that he would be away early next week serving on an HLC visit to another
campus.

• A staged reading of Prof. Bob Bray’s new play, Lincoln in Limbo, would take place in
Hansen Center that evening (April 6).

• Honors Convocation will take place on Wednesday, April 8. He encouraged faculty to
attend Kemp Award winner Prof. Montgomery’s address and to witness the subsequent
revelation of the new Kemp Award winner.

• e John Wesley Powell student research conference will be held on Saturday, April 18.
Please attend!

• He urged all faculty to attend commencement, noting that doing so is listed in the Faculty
Handbook as compulsory.

President’s Report

Pres. Wilson offered an abbreviated oral report.

• Fund-raising efforts continue apace. Unrestricted gifts to the university are running $100k
ahead of this point last year. 200 more alumni have contributed to the university than had
at this point last year. Including restricted and unrestricted gifts, total funds donated to
the university are ahead of the rates from four of the last five years. Promise Scholarships,
for which the University hopes to raise funds at a rate of 20 per year, already stand at 16
funded this year. e annual “All In for Wesleyan” will take place on ursday, April 9,
with several alumni having already agreed to provide generous matching donations to spur
giving during the campaign.

• Although it is still early, the admissions picture looks quite good. 300 more applications
have been received, and 200 more students have admitted, than at this point last year, and
the number of deposits received is up 16% against last year. While international deposits
typically arrive later in the year, deposits are higher than last across all other categories:
domestic students, MALANA students, and students from outside of Illinois (including
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large increases from Texas and California). e projected net tuition revenue numbers
are within the expected range for the entering class. e caliber of the students in the
prospective class is comparable to that in previous years.

Adjournment

e meeting was adjourned at 5:34 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Mark Criley
mcriley@iwu.edu
Faculty Secretary
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2015 Dougan award winner citation

Each year, the IWU AAUP Chapter selects an active, vocal member of the faculty for the “James
D. Dougan Award for Contributions to Faculty Governance.” e award honors the memory of
the late Professor of Psychology James Dougan and his staunch commitment to defending the
faculty’s right to participate in shaping the direction of the university.
Our winner this year has demonstrated extraordinary service to her…or his department and the
overall campus community. is faculty member has not only served on some of IWU’s most
important committees but has also frequently held leadership positions on those committees.
is faculty member has also assumed leadership roles in program and departmental capacities
and has served on a reaccreditation self-study and on external committees that serve the interests
of wider liberal arts communities.
is faculty member’s other service activities are no less remarkable: notable among them are
serving as a new faculty mentor for 18 consecutive years and founding and serving for nearly
as long on the Health Care Advocacy Committee. She has offered workshops to faculty in her
areas of expertise and has served as IWU AAUP Chapter President.
On top of all of these achievements, our recipient contributes to a perhaps less glamorous and
often overlooked aspect of governance. As noted by her nominator, “year after year and at every
first Monday of the month, [she] comes prepared to faculty meetings and when necessary voices
concerns that have the faculty’s best interest in mind.”
And so, for her consistent and meritorious commitment to faculty governance and, more broadly,
to Illinois Wesleyan, it is my great pleasure and honor to name the recipient of the fifth annual
JamesD.DouganAward for Contributions to FacultyGovernance: Professor KathieO’Gorman.
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